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1 .New computer equipment and hardware upgrades.

During last year we have upgraded most of our computer equipment. We have
increased the RAM memory of VAXstation 4000/90, which is still heavily used for data
analysis, from 32 MB to 80 MB total. In the Novell file server the mainboard and processor
were replaced, memory have been extended to 24 MB and new 2.5 GB disk have been
added to the 1.6 GB one we had before. Also the ISA bus ethernet interface has been
replaced by modern PCI architecture card which is significantly faster then the old one.

Last year we decided to buy a second laser printer. The new one is DEC-3500
postscript printer equipped with ethernet network interface card. We chose this model
because of its capability to work simultaneously with VAX computers and as a Novell print
server. Printer can use LAT protocol which is necessary to make use of DEC Print
Supervisor output formating software. We also bought five new Pentium - 100 class PC
computers equipped with 16MB of RAM and S3 based graphics card. Next five computers
have been upgraded to the same standard from our previous typical configuration which
was i386 class PC computer with 4~MB RAM.

2.Software changes.

The Open VMS operating system running on VAX computers have been upgraded
from version 5.5-2 to 6.2. For PC computers we have bought licenses for
Microsoft~Word~6.0a and Microsoft-Office and installed software on the Novell server.

New computers are powerful enough to run efficently XFree86 X-terminal emulator
under control of Linux OS, even without hard disk installed. We have developed
configuration that can be started from Novell file server. For Linux boot we use modified
version of LOADLIN program that automaticaly recognizes workstation and sets proper
internet address. This enables us to boot all X-terminals from single RAM drive image.
XFree86 server software together with base Linux software is placed on disk of
VAXstation -3100 and served by UCX NFS server. Xfree86 software making use of non-
standard features of S3 based graphics cards is significantly faster then DWDOS386 we
used previously. The main reason is that DWDOS386 relays on relatively slow video BIOS
software (VESA standard).

3. New boot software for diskless workstations.

Most of our PC computers in our laboratory have no hard drive installed. Those
computers boot from Novell file server, using software developed in NPD and well fitted to
our needs. Last year we have changed boot program making it more flexible - new version
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uses firmware packet driver, the remaining part is hardware independent. Previously boot
used disk image stored in the file server SYS:LOGIN directory as drive A:. It contained
few workstation dependent parameters, which resulted in having many large disk images.
In current version the boot program creates simplified DOS-like software environment
which runs simple standard DOS executable program. Then the program can read files
from the file server SYS:LOGIN directory.

During first boot phase such a program is executed. From ethernet card hardware
address it can recognize workstation on which it is running and choose suitable boot
configuration. In the second phase the OS is loaded from simple boot image but loaded
programs can still read files from the file server. In practice we use it to create RAM drive,
store on it all workstation specific information, copy to it all files necessary for boot, and
then disconnect before starting DOS network driver.

Additional program for boot simulation and test have been written to eliminate need
of many eprom reprogramming. It can be started from hard or floppy drive as an option of
normal boot.

4. Data acquisition system.

The SMAN data acquisition system for Heavy Ion Laboratory was developed in
NPD and is still maintained here. During last year we added (from SMAN version 4.30)
support for a pattern unit that enables recognition of 16 different event types.Event is
recognized as event of specific type when the 16 bit word read from pattern unit, after
logical AND with defined mask, is equal to a pattern specified in experiment definition file.
The use of mask make us possible to use some bits from pattern units as data bits and the
whole pattern word as additional parameter.

An auxilary SPS program (SMAN version 3.21 and higher) for printing spectra in
postscript format directly from acquisition system was written. As a dedicated program it
can make use of information stored in acquisition system data buffers and print whole
"pictures" as they were seen on the screen during acquisition. The program can be used
independently, for printing spectra stored on disk.

Acquisition system can also store screen dump of the whole screen or a part of it in
bitmap format. Last year we have written BPM2PS program that converts those bitmaps to
postscript format.

5. PC hardware tests and programing.

Last year we upgraded simultaneously two file servers: Novell file server "ZFJA"
working in NPD and "WUDAS" which is used in Heavy Ion Laboratory but partialy
managed by NPD staff. After upgrade we found that file server crashes regulary after about
a week of work. None of available test programs could find any error in resonable time
(few days of continous run) so we had to work out our own methods. We found that
archive programs can be useful in testing memory, procesor and the mainboard. One of
test techniques was putting several files on a RAM disk, and running PKZIP during entire
night or even weekend exclusively on the RAM disk. We found errors usually resulted in
bad CRC of an archive made using PKZIP (packing several big files of total size 5-15 MB
several times and then testing obtained archive shows one or more files have bad CRC).

Another test was few programs filling all available memory with various data
patterns and later examining it (they used CPU mode allowing fast 32-bit access to all
memory). Testing diferrent sets of memory modules we found some defective ones and
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replaced them. This way we also chose the optimum mainboard setup parametes that could
be used with available hardware.

For testing disks, drivers and ethernet interfaces we used another metod. We have
written a program which computes CRC-s of all files in some directory tree (it uses the
same CRC polynom and gets same value as PKZIP or ARJ). As a result we decided to
remove from "WUDAS" Novell 3.11 server newly bought SMC Ethernet PCI board, which
(either board or firmware drivers) caused server crashes and damages of files on it. We
also found that we had to change disk driver after adding second disk to file server ZFJA.

New PC DOS utility for searching strings in text files was written. The SEARCH
program has similiar user interface to VDIR program described in NPD Annual Report
1995. User can specify list of files and use logical names (DOS environment variables) in
file specification. Also "exclude", "since","before" and "subdir" switches have the same
meaning as in VDIR program. User can define viewing window size adding to output up to
10 lines preceding the line containing search string and some following lines. Similiary to
other programs used for this purpose case sensitive search and output line numbering can
be requested. The SEARCH program is available on "ZFJA" file server.
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